


Wayne adds that most students do not look to the nonprofit sector as a way to “do business,” 
which is why it is so important to expose traditional business students like Rocky to the process of 
running a nonprofit.%%
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Lubin School of Business 
Host Organization: Corona Youth Music Project 
Job Title: Summer Administration Intern 

This summer Alvaro was looking for an intern to help with planning for the future of the program, 
which included making sure the organization’s accounting was in order. Bookkeeping for nonprofits 
is a “challenge,” and so Max has been identifying the accounting processes which need 
restructuring for the future. The majority of Max’s time is spent addressing CYMP’s accounting 
needs. In addition to clarifying these processes, Max will be creating an accounting manual for 
CYMP to use in the future as they continue to expand. He also assists weekly with the summer 
orchestra program. This is the first time that CYMP has been able to take a summer to restructure 
their accounting processes, and so Max’s duties are similar to that of a CFO. He worked with Alvaro 
to remodel a budget that will be sent for approval to the Board of Directors, and he is learning how 





The focus of Jason’s internship has been an ongoing strategy review for the unit as a whole. The 
initial job description did change a bit once Ciaran became aware of Jason’s background in research 
and analysis, and he and Jason retooled the position so that he would be able to utilize and enhance 
these skills. During the first half of his internship, Jason completed research on Disaster Risk 
Reduction and Risk Management for the unit, and produced a seven page briefing report which the 
unit will use as it continues to implement a new DRR strategy. Jason also sends out briefings about 
the World Humanitarian Summit for the IRC’s senior staff, and he supported the Budgeting unit in 
creating “digestible” historical analyses for team members to use. 

In addition, Jason has aided the health unit in drafting research regarding both resettlement issues 
as well as poverty and conflict. Throughout the second half of his internship, Jason will be focusing 
on social finance and impact investing, two burgeoning fields in the nonprofit world.%%
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Dyson College of Arts and Sciences 
Host Organization: The F.B. Heron Foundation 
Job Title: Capital Deployment Intern 

Toby’s position on the capital deployment team allows him to be immersed fully in the F.B. Heron 
environment. Given his background and experience in the Fed Challenge, while at Pace and other 



Tatiana is very proactive and independent. She was conscious of the timeline for her deliverables, 
and she even went beyond her work plan. She went alone to meetings at other credit unions in the 
area to learn about their marketing strategies, and her work has enabled NTFCU to reflect on the 



Host Organization: Impact America Fund 
Job Title: Capital Deployment Intern 

Alan was selected because of his background as well as his understanding of the concept of impact, 
and initially Kesha was not quite sure what the intern would be doing, especially as things have 
changed so quickly for the fund. Because of this, the job description changed as the fund’s needs 
became more defined. 

Alan has been given a high level of responsibility within Impact America, and he feels that such an 
experience has pushed him to “go a step higher” with the standard of work he submits. He has 
spent time drawing up investment memos for the organization, which he feels is his key 
accomplishment. He says that working on these memos has inspired in him more of an interest in 
the concept of impact. The most exciting (and scary!) part of this internship is knowing that the 
work he is doing has a real influence on the future of the fund. 

 


